
Call Gerflor on 1800 060 785 or visit www.gerflor.com.au to order your samples.

PROJECT REFERENCE
BWS  

The BWS store design team has gone straight for the top shelf choosing 
Gerflor Creation Clic flooring. Creation Clic has been used by the group for 
a number of years and more installations are underway as BWS revamps 
some existing stores and rolls out new outlets around Australia. 

Designed to answer the need for fast, dust and glue free makeovers or new 
store fitout, Creation Clic is a rapid installation system with a long lasting and 
secure vertical click assembly system. Aside from its dimensional stability, 
the proven technique simplifies finishing on pillars, angles and surrounds. 
Popular in high traffic settings like these liquor outlets, Creation Clic can 
be easily repaired in the event of a plank being damaged. The damaged area 
can simply be popped out and replaced with new planks. 

Speed is of the essence when it comes to retail fitout. Closed doors mean 
zero income. That’s where the loose lay installation without messy and 
smelly adhesives adds value. There is little sub floor preparation required, 
no need to close the premises, no noise or dust and the potential to install 
the planks over suitable existing floor coverings. Creation Clic can be 
installed on sub floors with up to 7 per cent moisture content or 92 per cent 
relative humidity.  

New ranges of Creation Clic capture the latest designs and colors. 
Sophisticated printing and embossing technologies deliver realistic timber 
finishes with the benefit of a 0.7mm wear layer and a PUR+ surface treatment 
that needs no polishing. The product is completely water resistant from top 
to bottom making it the ideal solution in a wide range of retail applications.

LOCATION
Australia Wide

COMPLETED
Ongoing

PRODUCT

Creation 70 Clic Deep Forest
Creation 55 Clic Buffalo

AREA
+50,000m2 (as of Dec 2018)


